Trademarks of AWI Licensing Company:

ACCESS; AIRGUARD COATING; ALTITUDES; ARMATUFF; ARMSTRONG; AXIOM; BLADES; BIOACOUSTIC; BIBOBLICK; CALLA; CAPZ; CEILING-2-CEILING; CERAMAGUARD; CIRRUS; CIRRUS HIGH NRC; CORTEGA; CREATE!; CRITTERS; DC FLEXZONE; DESIGNER; DUNE; DURABRITE; EFFECTS; EKOS; FASTSIZE; FINE FISSURED; FINETEX; FIRE GUARD; FISSURED; FORMATIONS; GEORGIAN; GRAPHIS; GREEN GENIE; HEALTH ZONE; HUMIGUARD; IMAGES; INFUSIONS; INFUSIONS BLADES – CONCEPTS; INSPIRING GREAT SPACES; INTERLUDE; INVISION; KITCHEN ZONE; KNIFE EDGE; LEAVES; LEDGES; LYRA; METALWORKS; METALWORKS BLADES – CLASSICS; METALWORKS BLADES – CONCEPTS; MESA; MESH; METAPHORS; NATURAL VARIATIONS; NEOCUBIC; OPTIMA; PAINTED NUBBY; PEAKFORM; PEBBLE; PRELUDE; QUICKSTIX; RANDOM FISSURED; REFLECTIONS; RUSTEX; SCHOOL ZONE; SCREWSTOP; SECOND LOOK; SECURELOCK; SEISMIC RX; SERPENTINA; SHASTA; SHORTSPAN; SILHOUETTE; SINGLESERNA; SONATA; SOUNDSCAPES; SOUNDSOAK; SPECTRA; STARS; STRONGBACK; SUPERLOCK; SUPRAFINE; TECHLINE; TECHZONE; THINGS THAT FLY; TINCRAFT; TORSIONSPAN; TOTAL ACOUSTICS; TRIMLOK; TUNDRA; ULTIMA; UNDER THE SEA; VECTOR; WOODWORKS; WRAPPED LINEAR; XL; YOU INSPIRE SOLUTIONS CENTER.